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Abstract

The maintenance and service records collected and maintained by engineering companies are a useful resource for the ongoing support of products. Such records are typically semi-structured and contain key information such as a description of the issue and the product affected. It is suggested that further value can be realised from the collection of these records for indicating recurrent and systemic issues which may not have been apparent previously. This paper presents a faceted classification approach to organise the information collection that might enhance retrieval and also facilitate learning from in-service experiences. The faceted classification may help to expedite responses to urgent in-service issues as well as to allow for patterns and trends in the records to be analysed, either automatically using suitable data mining algorithms or by manually browsing the classification tree. The paper describes the application of the approach to aerospace in-service records, where the potential for knowledge discovery is demonstrated.
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1 Introduction

Information captured from in-service phases represents a significant intellectual resource to engineering companies. Knowledge gained from in-service events may indicate how well the design of an engineering artefact satisfies performance, operational and maintenance requirements. Such knowledge can also be used to improve the planning and execution of maintenance, repair and upgrade activities. Doultsinou et al [1], for instance, identified several areas of service knowledge related to tooling, spares, serviceability, maintenance and training issues. The research reported in this paper is conducted within the “Through-Life Knowledge and Information Management” (KIM) project [2]. The project aims to establish a holistic framework for the design and use of information and knowledge-support systems within the new and evolving landscape of the long and total product-service life cycle. One key aspect in this is associated with how information about the product in use can be captured and fed back to support activities within the product-service enterprise.

The importance of engineering knowledge obtained as a result of learning from practice and experience is widely recognised [3-5]. Maidique [6] studied success factors in new product development of 158 electronics products in the USA and reported on the importance of learning from past experience that includes dimensions of learning by doing and using. Learning by doing (internal learning) and using (external learning) were introduced by Rosenberg [3] based on study of the aircraft industry. Two outcomes may arise from the learning by using process: embodied knowledge that results in design modifications for improved performance, and disembodied knowledge that results in improved operation of the original or the modified product. Embodied knowledge is knowledge that is present inside persons or manifested within the characteristics of the artefacts which they design. According to Rosenberg, learning by using usually results in disembodied learning, e.g. operational experience that results in change in maintenance practices. As a consequence of this, however, new information may be generated that eventually results in design modification (embodied knowledge).

Product-Service Systems (PSS), where the designing companies are also contractually involved in the support and sometimes operation of the product, present greater opportunities in terms of learning than traditional product support approaches. In the PSS context, it may also be argued that learning from use is even more critical to the success of the ongoing maintenance, product support and end-of-life activities and to the generation of knowledge which will then feed into the next design cycle. For instance, learning about the design can be about the use conditions assumed at the design stage, such as the operating loads or temperature variation, to allow better understanding of actual operating conditions and how the design performs under various conditions. Also, learning about the design can be associated with the engineering knowledge applied at the development stage, e.g. simulation technologies and test data, which can be updated to improve predictive capabilities of the tools and methods. Such continuous cyclical learning process will increase the chances of design right first time, prevalent key objective in agile manufacturing [7]. More directly, the knowledge gained will be useful in the decision-making involving operational and maintenance activities.

In practice, knowledge management can be achieved via two fundamentally different approaches: personalisation or codification [8]. The personalisation approaches
emphasise human resources and communication, such as the development of Communities of Practice [9]. Codification approaches on the other hand, place emphasis on the collection and organisation of knowledge into useful resources. The experience accumulated from in-service can be held by the service personnel, which can be transferred and shared through formal communication and informal conversations between employees. Alternatively, information resources that are generated from the in-service activities can be reused to support decision-making throughout the lifecycle of the product. Personalisation and codification approaches are not mutually exclusive but emphasis may be placed on different techniques to suit the type of engineering work (for instance, degree of design originality and complexity [10]). In this paper, it is argued that a codification centric approach well matched to the dynamic and geographically distributed nature of the teams involved in long-lived PSS.

Whether or not the PSS model is fully adopted, companies often have to deal with technical issues arising from their products in use. Such events may be triggered for warranty claims, service call-outs, or through general feedback or surveys. It is common to expect documentary records associated with these events to be generated. More recently, state-of-the-art monitoring technologies have been used to deduce from collected data indications of a particular condition or anomaly in the product. The systems are used in condition-based maintenance to help predict and plan for operational and maintenance activities more effectively [11]. At present, although much information is being captured, the mechanism for retrieving and reusing in-service feedback for decision-making is still often found to be ad hoc and inconsistent. Information that is captured is stored in different formats, held in distributed systems, owned and maintained by different parties etc. As a consequence, many companies rely greatly upon personal and social processes to learn about their products. In order to build on these ad hoc resources, this paper reports on a codification approach based on an information classification technique to enhance retrieval of in-service information and to support greater learning from use. An application case study in an aerospace company is reported to demonstrate the approach.

2 Literature Review

Information reuse occurs when information is assimilated and used in a new application and also, when subject to some processing, it yields useful new insights and knowledge. Data loggers and monitoring systems are commonly available on high-value equipment to continuously log its performance data through life [11]. The data may be transmitted to a computer or Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) via infra-red or radio-frequency and interrogated using specialised analysis software. Many case studies have shown that such operational data might be used to monitor equipment health, thus enabling preventative and predictive measures to be deployed. Jardine et al. [11] provided a comprehensive review on machinery diagnostics and prognostics using condition-based monitoring. These decision-support systems allow the detection, isolation, identification and prediction of fault condition(s) based on data processing and analysis. Statistical, artificial intelligence, model-based and rule-based approaches may be employed for pattern recognition in condition-based monitoring systems. Sensor data such as loading, number of operational cycles and frequency of use can allow inference to be made with regards to its application and operating environment. The Distributed Aircraft Maintenance Environment (DAME)
is an e-Science project [12] demonstrating the use of GRID infrastructure to implement online health monitoring and fault diagnostic systems for the maintenance of aircraft engines in distributed environments [13]. General Motors (GM) OnStar Vehicle Diagnostics is a telematics service, for instance, that uses a combination of Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite and mobile phone network, along with onboard diagnostics, to link the vehicle and driver to the OnStar centre.

Knowledge gained through collective experiences of similar products used in similar or different environment may be incorporated into new design solutions. For instance, GM is planning to use the customer insights gained from the OnStar System to better design its future vehicles to meet customer needs [14]. A closed-loop condition monitoring system with feedback to the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) that might affect the design is shown in Figure 1. The figure also illustrates the nature of such systems that involve numerous stakeholders and functional entities, which may act as barriers to knowledge transfer and sharing in traditional organisation and business arrangements. Although of significant importance, issues associated with these challenges will not be discussed in the current paper.

Figure 1 Condition monitoring and feedback to Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), adapted from [15]

Maintenance and service activities are frequently recorded and such records become a valuable resource to the company. These records may be generated using paper or electronic forms or document templates, which may mandate a specific form of entry for fields such as engineer and customer whilst allowing more subjective information such as issue resolution to remain free-text.

Increasingly, electronic and online reporting systems such as e-maintenance systems and Computerised Maintenance Management System (CMMS) are used with associated workflow management and event logging capabilities [16, 17]. For example, when a customer reports a problem through a phone call to a service centre, this issue is logged automatically and becomes a live issue that is managed electronically. These systems allow companies to manage and systematically respond to issues thus potentially improving customer relationships. Some systems also allow automatic user information capture, correspondence, reminders and archiving. The information within these systems may be structured1 (with predefined fields such as date, issue, customer, location etc.), but it is fundamentally different to the numerical data provided by sensors.

Where monitoring systems may invoke some algorithmic method to model expected outcomes in-service, textual reports (particularly free-text) require some processing to achieve such ends. Research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) seeks to use computers to automatically understand human languages. To date, significant progress has been made in this area, particularly within the subjects of bioinformatics where samples of human language are converted into more formal representations that are easier for computer programs to manipulate.

---

1 ‘Structured’ data or information is that which is represented electronically in a way that makes it interpretable to a computer, such that computational processes can be used to manipulate it when it is encountered.
A number of such approaches rely upon suitable identification of the role each term plays in speech. For example, Automatic Term Recognition (ATR), the identification of key terms within a corpus, generally relies upon both linguistic and statistical measures [18]. The linguistic measures are generally based the identification of various types of term (nouns, adjectives, prepositions, verbs etc), referred to as Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging. By identifying these constituent elements, linguistic filters may be deployed which utilise these tags to construct candidate term sets which are then statistically analysed to deduce their relevance as key terms. The specific composition of these filters depend upon the detail of the corpus, in terms of language deployed [19], hence such approaches are most readily deployed in domains with a degree of consistency in the means of expression.

Text mining supports pattern-searching in natural language text, and may be defined as the process of analysing text to extract information from it for particular purposes [20]. Text mining, as a broader phrase covering activities such as information extraction and categorisation, describes the activity of extracting information from text algorithmically and discovering relationships from the extracted information in a similar manner to data mining. Commercial text mining software is widely available, such as SPSS Text Mining for Clementine (www.spss.com/) and IBM Intelligent Miner (www.ibm.com).

When textual information is recorded in a structured manner (where semantically meaningful tags are used), certain methods in statistical analysis and data mining can be employed to reveal patterns or correlations in the information that may not have been previously apparent. In particular, if a taxonomy is used, the information may be treated more like discrete data and therefore can be similarly processed. For example, reliability engineering is an area that uses the collection of field data from a population of ‘identical’ components to predict system reliability. A number of such databases are collected by the defence, process and offshore industries [21, 22]. Technique such as “Slice and Dice” analysis (a form of user-based dynamic manipulation and visualisation of data) [23] enable analysts to look for root cause and trend data across specific criteria such as product type, life cycle episodes (e.g. particular manufacturing batch points), application, or individual user. This may give the analyst further understanding of the nature of the reported events that may be characteristic of the environment in which the artefact is operating. By focusing on understanding such correlation, knowledge to enhance design decisions aimed at mitigating root causes of in-service issues can be actively acquired.

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is an artificial intelligence (AI) learning approach that represents knowledge (previous examples) as cases using some pre-defined key parameters. When presented with a new, incomplete example, CBR can retrieve similar previous cases by comparing the index parameters and infer the missing or incomplete information from these complete examples. CBR has been applied successfully for information reuse in diverse areas such as help desk automation and health monitoring [24, 25], where the domain is well understood and knowledge is relatively static. Whilst it may be effective for retrieving the most similar cases and reusing the cases to attempt to solve the problem, it is less useful in facilitating learning through experience.

Ontologies have been applied for improving information organisation and retrieval in various domains. An ontology, which is a specification of a conceptualization, defines all the entities (objects or concepts) that are of interest in a domain and the
relationships that connect these entities together, usually in some formal and preferably machine-readable manner [26]. An ontological approach has also been employed to organise service information to support the ability to make inference between design and in-service outcomes [27]. In this approach, concepts related to design and service engineers’ knowledge, e.g. engine deterioration mechanisms, engine models and parts, airport locations etc. were derived from document analysis and knowledge acquisition interviews. The resulting ontology contains concepts ranging from engine failure mechanisms, engine models and parts to airport locations. A prototype system allows users to access previously heterogeneous document resources, integrated by a shared ontology via a web portal. The system allows users to search maintenance records through a taxonomy and to query the statistics. Ontological systems rely on key concepts and their relationships being identifiable from the documents.

3 Information Organisation

In order to infer how a product performs in service, for purposes of improving the product’s fundamental design or of providing some temporary treatment of suboptimal performance, it is important that a practitioner can contrast performance of a product across numerous operating environments for a large enough sample of products for consistent patterns to emerge. For example, a certain fault or issue may occur only under certain usage conditions or in conjunction with the use of certain other components, which will not be apparent when considering one fault or product in isolation.

Records from service generally contain information describing the specific conditions under which a fault occurred, however where this information is obtained from multiple external sources (as is often the case for in-service queries) the specific terminology and form of the information is subject to significant variance. In such a situation it is necessary to abstract this information into broader, aggregated and consistent viewpoints such that emergent patterns across numerous records may be identified. The abstracted viewpoint may also serve as a browsable organisational scheme, such that past cases may be identified and retrieved and their resolutions either directly or indirectly reused when addressing similar issues. This work seeks to evolve such an organisational scheme from service records, and to identify how emergent issues may ultimately be identified by population and interrogation of this scheme.

3.1 The Form of Abstraction – the Organisational Scheme

The intent of an organisational scheme is to provide a means of collocating or consistently describing records whose contents share certain commonalities. By categorising relevant items of information from within a record (for example, identifying the specific component of interest) it becomes possible to prescribe specific universal categories for application across all records. This allows the contents of each record to be treated identically, regardless of the form and terminology deployed. By arranging such categories within a broader classification scheme, indicating how the categorisations are related, a browsable structure may be generated to facilitate retrieval of past cases. Alongside such organisation, the assignation of consistent categorisations (and their arrangement into aggregated categories at higher levels of the classification scheme) also allows analysis to be conducted to deduce common patterns across the assigned categorisations.
Information classification involves the development and deployment of schemes for the systematic organisation of knowledge (represented as information), whose approaches were founded within the field of Library and Information Science (for example Foskett [28], Rowley and Farrow [29], Taylor [30]. Within this field, three distinct forms of classification may be seen [30], the enumerative, the synthetic and the faceted.

Enumerative classification involves the recursive partitioning of an information corpus into progressively smaller subsets, with the aim of constructing subsets whose content is identified as consistent enough for the purposes of the classification scheme. The criteria used to partition are referred to as principles of division, whose selection is generally steered by the purpose of the scheme. As many of the principles are commonly deployed, it is possible to derive standard sets of principles which promote consistency across the scheme – for example, a scheme would be confusing if it categorised people by gender, but at the next hierarchical stage classified men by age and women by nationality. By promoting a standard set of principles, to be deployed in a consistent manner, more comprehensible schemes may result. This is basis of synthetic classification, where auxiliary tables have been generated which pre-define the principles of division.

Faceted classification takes this idea of consistency to arguably its logical conclusion, identifying that some ‘dimensions’ or facets (not entirely equivalent to principles of division) are so inherent that they may be treated separately. For example, in a wine cellar each bottle of wine will be the product of one or more grapes, so by treating the dimension or facet ‘grape’ separately, and combining with other facets (such as ‘vintage’ and ‘region’ for example) to provide a complete categorisation, a robust, consistent but versatile classification may result. Users are not constrained by the order in which the principles are deployed as per the enumerative classification, instead they may interrogate only those facets of interest.

3.1.1 Compound Concepts in Classification

The selection of a suitable principle of division necessarily introduces some viewpoint-dependency into an enumerative scheme, as certain principles may be of greater or lesser utility to a given group of users. Synthetic schemes provide a common form of decomposition but do not address this issue of viewpoint dependency.

A faceted scheme, however, allows the various dimensions to be treated separately, such that a user may place greater or lesser emphasis upon a given categorisation within any given facet. This is of great importance when considering the multi-dimensional nature of many information resources, which may describe compound subjects. For example, treating resources that describe the ‘structural analysis of titanium strut for aircraft XX’ within an enumerative schedule requires that precedence be given to either the component, material, method of analysis or aircraft, whereas in a faceted schedule each may be treated separately. The ultimate aim of the work reported here is to illustrate to the user, either visually or through some automated pattern identification, the prevalence of certain concepts in combination. Treating each concept separately allows the user to assemble a compound concept which is of interest at the point of browsing, and by allowing users to rapidly change their perspective in terms of the specific combinations of concepts (the idea of a dynamic taxonomy) such that the population or volume of records or documents
returned can be assessed with each change in concept. Thus, the user may retrieve a
useable volume of material by searching at various levels of granularity, whereby if
too great a volume is returned the granularity of a given concept may be increased or
further concepts may be added to the compound to increase discrimination of
retrieval. Further to this, the user may make some assessment of which combinations
are sparsely populated and which are heavily populated, which in itself provides
insight into the domain.

3.1.2 The Theory of Faceted Classification

Although not the inventor of facet analysis, Ranganathan is credited as the first to
systematise and formalise the theory [28, 29, 31]. According to [30], facets are clearly
defined, mutually exclusive, and collectively exhaustive aspects, properties or
characteristics of a class or specific subject. Ranganthans’s early work was revisited
in later years by the Classification Research Group, who proposed certain
amendments to Ranganathan’s work. A key departure is within the work dealing with
Fundamental Categories, a key part of Ranganthan’s work which identified five
fundamental dimensions as the basis for facets. The CRG suggested that any attempt
to impose such fundamental categories mechanically should be resisted [32], as each
scheme and domain must be tackled on its own merit.

The published literature describing the construction of faceted schemes tends to be
predominantly evaluative, in that is provides a means of assessing a constructed
scheme, as opposed to generative [33], although high-level procedural guidance is in
evidence. For example, Facet Analysis, applied to the presentation and physical layout
of thesauri, involves [29]:

• Identifying sets of terms representing concepts. This involves the
identification of multiple ‘simple’ concepts from the compound subjects (s)
that describe a document.
• The grouping of the terms representing the simple concepts into a number of
mutually exclusive categories (called facets).
• Organising the facets into a limited number of fundamental categories – these
fundamental categories can be viewed a being different types of classification
schemes. Thus the process of organising facets is essentially analogous to a
process of classification scheme construction.

This general approach was followed within this work and will be discussed in later
sections.

3.2 Waypoint

Although faceted classification was originally intended to assist in the classification
of tangible entities such as books, it is of great use when used to electronically treat
information as the browsable structure and its content may be dynamically adapted to
meet any user viewpoint. A faceted classification system, Waypoint, has been
developed for this purpose [34]. This system allows users to browse through any
combination of pre-defined facets and retrieve information that meets all selections
made across all facets.

A potential weakness of such a system is in the ability to select empty sets, essentially
combinations of categories that are infeasible in practice [34]. The Waypoint system
populates a pre-defined faceted classification according to a series of logical rules
(which are described in section 3.2.2). A user may browse any given facet of interest,
from which they may select a category of interest. All documents that are not relevant to this category are removed from the available set, such that if this process is repeated within a separate facet the remaining document set is the intersection of sets returned in each separate selection. The total number of documents relevant to each category at each point in the selection process is indicated, such that a user may have some indication of the discrimination of search but also such that the user may identify densely populated combinations of categories. It is this facility that is of interest in learning from past cases as described in this paper.

3.2.1 The Treatment of Documents within Waypoint

Waypoint acts as a ‘stand-off’ system which allows a user to browse distributed document corpora through a single interface and retrieve documentation in its native format. Where Document Management Systems generally host documents, and thus may mandate the manual assignation of appropriate categorisations to each document at the point of upload, the stand-off nature of Waypoint requires an automated method of document classification be deployed.

The automated classification is conducted via the use of constraints - syntactic rules that identify key terms within a document which indicate its relevance to a category within the classification scheme (Figure 2). Other approaches may be deployed in this automated classification, for example NLP (discussed in 2) and Machine Learning [35] which includes techniques such as CBR (also as discussed in section 2).

This provides a potential avenue for further work, however for the purposes of this research constraints provide a useful approach as they may be generated (namely, the specific syntax for each rule may be specified) at the same time as the construction of the faceted scheme itself. As the faceted scheme is constructed by arranging specific concepts identified within the corpus into a logical scheme, the terms from which the concepts were identified (the concepts may differ slightly from the terms themselves as they are collated and abstracted) may be immediately entered as constraints for that concept. A hypothetical example of such a constraint is given below.

**IF** document contains Term ‘Landing Gear’ AND Term ‘Bush’ OR Term ‘product SN XXXXX’ **THEN** document is relevant to concept ‘Landing Gear Bush’

**Figure 2 Faceted classification associating documents to categories within each facet** [36]

These constraints may be constructed for each concept within the concept map (recorded as a combined XML-based map indicating the faceted scheme and each constraint), and is typically carried out concurrently with the construction of the faceted scheme – the scheme is itself a distillation of terms that appear in the documents (as concepts). This construction does not have to be conducted for all documents, a subset of documents may be interrogated for this purpose (called the training set). Other established techniques exist, for example it is possible to automatically parse the documents to extract all significant terms (for example, by comparing the prevalence of certain terms within a document as compared to the prevalence within the overall corpus, referred to as “term frequency – inverse
document frequency” [37, 38]) and to organise those key terms to form concepts. Methods for assisting concept identification will be discussed for the case study in later sections although a controlled vocabulary can greatly assist in this task.

3.2.2 Exploiting Document Structure

‘Structured’ data or information is that which is represented electronically in a way that makes it interpretable to a computer, such that a computer can understand what to do with it when it is encountered. Structured data can be found in such things as relational databases and in files which are tab or location delineated. Here the data are organised into a data structure according to the relationships and data type definitions prescribed by a data model. Unfortunately, much of the information generated in the course of the engineering process (in such things as reports, communications, procedures, catalogues, etc) is not only unstructured – making it difficult for electronic information systems to handle – but by its nature difficult to structure in its entirety. Such information often consists of incomplete or changeable content, constructed of text as well as visual elements such as tables, drawings and graphs.

Nevertheless, it is often possible to bring some order and machine-interpretable to unstructured information by making it semi-structured. This is done conventionally using such things as headings, paragraphs and sections (physical structure) and more recently by tagging or marking up interesting elements of the content explicitly using purpose-built formal languages such as HTML or XML [39]. In structured data, the data are organised according to some external, pre-specified data model. In unstructured information, it may be possible to identify commonly occurring information elements, and develop a scheme or model by which these information elements in a document can be partially structured (and indeed, new documents constructed). Particular useful are the semantic (that is, meaning-bearing) information-bearing elements of content. One document may have many semantic dimensions, each of which is represented by a different structure.

Revealing the semantic content of information allows information search based not on conventional pattern-matching techniques, but on meaning of the content. The process of making semantic structure explicit by marking up information content effectively means that documents can be decomposed into smaller and meaningful chunks. Waypoint specifically makes use of the explicit structure of semi-structured, marked-up documents when making an association between a document and a concept. This is done by specifying the part of structure to which the constraints apply. Figure 3 illustrates the following rule in associating a structured document to a concept node in the concept map.

Document is relevant to concept ‘Damage’ IF AND ONLY IF document contains Term ‘Damage’ within ‘Description’ field

Figure 3 Association of a structured document to a node in the concept map

4 Case Study

The aircraft manufacturer’s In-Service Support (ISS) teams maintain databases of queries of a non-trivial nature from operators for their aircraft. Each incoming query into the central organisation is given a unique identification (ID) number before the
case is passed on to the team responsible for the relevant part of the aircraft. Within these teams, several distributed resources of database and records management systems may be used to support various activities (design, analysis) that are carried out by the ISS teams. These systems usually contain repetitive and additional information related to a particular In-Service Query (ISQ). The unique ISQ number and other means of cross-referencing may be used to trace instances across systems and files. Databases of the ISQ queries from operators that are assigned to the ISS team responsible for issues regarding the “Fuel Systems and Landing Gear” and the “Wing Structures” were available in this study.

The ISQ databases contain entries collated from years of in-service experiences associated with a number of aircraft variants. The databases contain standard fields such as the unique ISQ number, airline, aircraft type, ATA chapter (an industry standard, high-level decomposition of aircraft systems), manufacturer’s serial number for the aircraft, dates, engineer responsible, urgency category, case status, description of the issue, keywords and conclusion. Information for keyword and conclusion is not always included but more likely to be included in recent records. Typically, the ISQ records are generated after the in-service issues have been resolved and most of the records are also linked to the original correspondence generated between various stakeholders such as the aircraft manufacturer, component manufacturer and the airline representative during the resolution of those events. Often, the linked documents are in the form of unstructured reports and e-mails scanned and stored in PDF format (for legal reasons). The ISS engineers mainly rely on field filters and a keyword search facility to retrieve past records that help them resolve new issues. The keyword search may be effective when the user is familiar with the vocabulary used in a particular domain. Although it may be more efficient to domain experts, such system is not particularly useful to new users, nor is it useful in highlighting classes of systemic in-service issues that may warrant further investigation for continuous improvement.

The objectives for classifying the ISQ records using the Waypoint faceted classification system were twofold. Firstly, the classification should enhance the retrieval of successful past resolutions when a new query is raised; secondly, treating each instance in a consistent manner in order to reveal issues that are frequent and enduring enough to suggest remedial work would be beneficial. Not only should this evidence allow the identification of design-induced issues, where consistent faults are seen with given components or systems, but also provide some understanding of the operating environments in which they occur as these may be significantly different from those assumed in design.

In this manner, engineers can prioritise their efforts in identifying root-causes such that they can actively learn from the accumulated in-service experiences. The next sub-sections describe the construction of classification schemes in the case study and how Waypoint can be used for retrieval and patterns analysis. Methods considered for improving/automating some of the work are then discussed.

4.1 Constructing the Classification Schemes

The construction of a classification scheme is a far from trivial task, requiring significant intellectual effort. It is possible to construct a classification scheme in a number of ways, for example to decompose a domain according either to the requirements of users or an expert opinion, although such a top-down approach presupposes the practitioner’s view of the world is both accurate and consistent.
The Library and Information Science approach to the construction of a faceted classification, as discussed in section 3.1, may be considered bottom-up in nature in that it focuses on extracting the content of a domain (in terms of constituent concepts) from the underlying documents. This depends upon adequate possession of documentation, and an accurate distillation of each document to provide a suitable scheme. In practice, the construction of classification schemes may use both top-down and bottom-up approaches, for example a top-down view of the scheme may steer the practitioner to identify certain forms of concept from each document at the expense of others.

The method of identifying key concepts, terms and relationships within documentation and structuring these into a classification scheme can also be influenced to some extent by warrant [40], used here in the sense of justification for the choices in the classification. Warrant may be considered simply as the authority by which the specific categorisations and their arrangement into a coherent scheme were arrived at, whether that be by the opinion of expert users or by some measure of the information corpus itself. Many types of warrant have been suggested, including user warrant, scientific warrant, educational warrant and cultural warrant. For example, domain experts could create classification schemes based upon the scientific warrant whereas the user warrant aims at supporting the end user by identifying the terms and structures that would be of greatest utility to a given set of users. Literary warrant describes the practice of constructing a classification scheme based upon the specific content of literature [41]. In terms of applicability, analytico-synthetic schemes generally rely upon literary warrant where the concepts which are contained within the document corpus are identified beforehand and the scheme arranged to fit these concepts. In this case study, the faceted schemes were constructed bottom-up using this approach, and were then compared, refined and verified by domain experts.

4.1.1 Constructing the Classification Scheme within Waypoint

From the ISQ database with many thousands of instances, the records for a selected number of years were scripted into structured XML documents with each piece of information tagged using a scheme based on the fields in the ISQ records (shown in Figure 3 “Document”). An XML document can be viewed as the meta-information about an ISQ instance, where hyperlinks to the original documents such as reports, photographs and e-mails may be embedded for future retrieval. As mentioned previously, the structure improves the effectiveness in the Waypoint classification, such that rules can be coded under each tag/field. Some of these tags were inherited from the current ISQ database, particularly those referring to the airline, aircraft type and the ATA chapters which naturally become facets by which to organise the documents. These facets however, mainly relate contextually to the ISQ instance (except the ATA chapters which reflect the subsystem and functions to a limited extent). They do not sufficiently describe the technical detail of the issues. Some fields may contain numerical information such as the dates, the flight cycles and hours, which can be classified according to ranges specified in the Waypoint concept map, using the flexibility provided by the use of XQuery [42] as a technology for querying the underpinning Lucene index [43] upon which Waypoint is constructed. Nevertheless, information was found in the brief descriptions (typically expressed in terse, perfunctory free-text) which proved useful in deriving additional facets by which to classify the documents. The descriptions provide content-based information to the issue such as the failure mode, assembly, operational phase, flight type and
topological location on the aircraft\(^2\) (RH/LH, rib #, leading/trailing edge). From a relatively small subset of the ISQ descriptions (100 documents), a number of concepts were manually distilled, aggregated using domain knowledge, and organised into different facets summarised in Table 1. It is argued that these additional facets are of great importance in learning the patterns across issues as they describe the specific detail of each issue, which when taken in conjunction with the more contextual facets provide a complete description of each issue.

Table 1: Concepts distilled manually from a subset of the “description” of Fuel Systems and Landing Gear ISQ records

Having derived the classification schemes, the next step requires the constraints to be coded for each node in the concept map. It is this step which determines how documents should be associated with the classification scheme. The following syntax is used to associate documents with the term “fuel leak” in its description field to the classification node (concept) labelled as Fuel Leak (refer to Figure 3 concept map and document syntax). The use of XML as a representation provides human-interpretable, allowing users to readily comprehend the structure and content of the classification. It also becomes possible to provide schemata which will allow the concept map to be treated in alternative environments, for example in order to edit the scheme, which is one of the inherent strengths of XML approaches.

```xml
<concept id="operation_3140">
  <desc>Fuel Leak</desc>
  <term type="0">
    <search>description:"fuel leak"</search>
  </term>
</concept>
```

The Waypoint system includes such functionality by incorporating the Open-Source Lucene indexing and search engine library [43]. This library has a number of different document analysers which cater for different forms of treatment including stemming. In the example above, the double quotes ensure the phrase ‘fuel leak’ is present in the document description field whereas without such quotes will associate document with either one of the terms to the node. In such a case, documents containing any combination of the stemmed words of ‘fuel’ and ‘leak’ will be returned (e.g. fuel leaks, fuelling leak, fuel leaking) under this node. Indeed, free-text description allows for spelling variations, synonyms and abbreviations that simple stemming procedures do not resolve, and which occur outside of the sample set of documents used in the construction of the classification scheme and constraints are thus not catered for. In addition, common concepts such as a component or a failure mode are not apparent if they are being inconsistently referenced in the description. Text analysis and mining approaches are being considered to improve and automate the identification of concepts and their constraints and are discussed in the following section. By performing the bottom-up approach a number of additional facets were identified from the underlying document corpus that are consistently used by the ISS engineers.

\(^2\) This information is more pertinent in the Wing Structures ISQ.
In the future, this information may be requested during reporting to enable an effective classification of new instances avoiding records with missing vital information.

4.1.2 Automating the Concept Identification

Methods generally classified under text mining can help towards automating the identification of concepts from the descriptions and the generation of rules/constraints for those concepts [37, 38]. Text mining is useful as the classification is constructed using literary warrant, i.e. evolved from the underlying content of corpora. The identification of concepts for classifying the ISQ records was originally derived manually by going through a sub-set of records. As the domain is quite constrained, many concepts are repeated. Although methods proposed in NLP such as PoS tagging appear to be relevant in the first instance, they are found to be less useful in dealing with technical reporting which does not conform to standard grammatical rules, although progress has been made in this regard, for example through the approach for handling sublanguages described in [44].

As shown in Table 1, the concepts need to be grouped into classes to provide a logical classification structure (either enumerative or faceted). For instance, aircraft types can be grouped according to their families of variants which share similar characteristics e.g. single/twin aisle, medium/long range, twin/four engine. By doing so, behaviour displayed by the families of aircraft could become distinguishable. As such, the means of aggregating the concepts into classes and the granularity of the classification have significant influence on ability to make inference from the patterns and trends in the records. Although methods like WordNet and Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) have been used with some success in some applications [45, 46], domain knowledge is still important to provide meaningful abstraction at present.

In this case study, statistical methods were used to analyse the frequency of collocated words to extract most frequent word clusters. High frequency word clusters are a good indication of common phrases referring to some meaningful concepts. The concepts extracted from the ISQ records reflect the domain vocabulary used by the in-service engineers. Table 2 shows the results of word clusters with a minimum frequency of 10. The clusters shown are generated from indices in concordance with the keyword “tank”. The number of words in a cluster (known as a window) and the minimum frequency were arbitrarily set depending on the characteristics of the corpus. The significance of the word clusters as concepts can be improved by breaking the sentence at punctuations and common stopwords. Also as can be seen from the table, concepts automatically extracted can be related to the main assembly, sub-assembly and component of tank, and thus, help towards the construction of the classification schemes. This is similar to the concept pairs heuristics proposed by Yang [47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Two to five word clusters in concordance with “Tank”, minimum frequency = 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From the information contained in the Fuel Systems and Landing Gear database, the full classification shows sparse records in some of the facets, inevitably for those derived from the description as summarised in Table 3. The free-text description allows flexibility for engineers to report issues according to facets of information which are deemed relevant by the engineers. The flight type is the least frequently</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quoted information in the records with only 1.03% occurrence rate. The operational phase and the failure mode have 30.14% and 25.79% respectively of the whole document set successfully classified. These statistics reflect the inconsistency in the facets of information that are considered important to each ISQ instance as well as the efficiency of the constraints used in the classification. It should be noted that the statistics only apply to a fraction of records in the database. The company in-house system has subsequently been upgraded with more structured information entry following the proposal from this work. Therefore, the statistics are expected to improve if more recent records are being classified.

Table 3 Statistics of the Classification

4.2 Retrieval and Patterns Identification

In face of ever reducing time to respond to unplanned in-service events, the ISS teams rely greatly on past experience to expedite their responses to the aircraft operators. Previously, they depended greatly on knowledge of the work context and organisation structures, along with a keyword search on the text descriptions and keywords to retrieve and reuse similar past cases. An example scenario may be searching for ISQ based on the engineer responsible or the dates from memory of a similar event. Although the approach may be efficient to familiar users, it is problematic to users outside of the ISS teams (such as designers). By classifying the ISQ records according to additional facets such as assembly/component, failure mode, operational phase etc. retrieval by users who are unfamiliar with the organisation context can be facilitated. For instance, the databases become more useful for designers to interrogate for component-related failure modes, operational-induced issues etc. This added advantage was recognised by the ISS engineers.

In the Waypoint implementation, the ISQ instances (XML documents) were classified according to the faceted schemes that were constructed as previously described. Through the interface, a number of concepts in the faceted schemes can be selected to form a compound query. For instance, if the user is interested in corrosion on aircraft type X, they will select the concept “X” under the facet Aircraft Type and the concept “Corrosion” under the facet Failure Mode. The returned documents are pruned from the system leaving only relevant records that satisfy the conjunction of the selected concepts. At this point, a much smaller but highly relevant set of documents can be retrieved as a list by clicking on the ‘Results’ button on the top right hand corner as illustrated in Figure 4 (a). A list of results that are relevant only to both concepts will be displayed as shown in Figure 4 (b). The display can be customised as well as hyperlinked to other sources of documents that are relevant to those ISQ instances. Due to confidentiality, the actual numbers and some fields are not shown in the figures. The interface shown in this figure uses Dynamic HTML (DHTML) to allow the output to be easily formatted or inserted into other applications or web pages. If the returned document set is still too large, the user can introduce further constraints (for example by selecting the concept “Main Landing Gear” under Assembly) to reduce the set further and increase precision. This way, the faceted classification schemes help to quickly identify and retrieve experiences and resolution to past issues based on a combination of the concepts selected.
Figure 4 (a) A Waypoint faceted classification interface (numbers do not reflect actual ISQ records) (b) List of documents relevant to selected concepts

As the users interactively browse through the classification tree and introduce constraints (by selecting more concepts) in Waypoint, the document set is pruned and the remaining relevant document set is updated dynamically. The document count is reflected in the numbers next to each node (at all levels of the tree), where only those documents classified under that node and also relevant to the current selected concepts are displayed (Figure 5). For example, if the user wants to find out about the failure modes that most frequently affect the main landing gear of aircraft X, with these two nodes selected, he/she can navigate to the Failure Mode facet. The ISQ documents will be distributed across the four classes (Damage [a], System [b], Event [c] and General Query [d] as shown in Table 1 with the number of relevant documents displayed next to each node in brackets. This allows the user to infer dominant class(es) of failure mode reported about the main landing gear of aircraft X, for example Damage [a]. By expanding the Damage class, all the active concept nodes (still relevant) are displayed with numbers next to each one of them (Figure 5 (inset)), showing which aspects of Damage are pertinent. At any stage, the concepts with no document count against them will be hidden or shown depending on the user’s preference. Again, browsing the classification the users can see which categories have higher occurrences (e.g. mechanical [x], corrosion [y]). The number of documents at a parent node [a] may be equal to or greater than the sum of documents for all the children nodes ([x] + [y] + [z]) as some instances may be classified under more than one concept node. For example, an ISQ instance that reports both mechanical and heat issues will be classified and counted against both the nodes but only counted once for the Damage class. As previously mentioned, it can be anticipated that the construction of the hierarchical structure of the classification schemes will affect inferences that might be drawn because the number of instances in a class is determined by the lower level nodes that are associated with it.

Figure 5 Number of documents in each node with concepts selected and distribution of failure modes

By browsing through the faceted schemes in Waypoint, one might be able to discover classes of in-service issues that are systemic such as design-induced (if there is apparent correlation between a component/topological location and a failure mode), operation-induced (if there is apparent correlation between an operational phase/event and a failure mode) and use-induced (if there is apparent correlation between a flight type/route/aircraft operator and a failure mode) issues. As indicated by [48, 49], the main advantage of faceted classification is that compound concepts can be generated dynamically, aiding discovery and synthesis of relationships between those concepts. Potential correlations can be indicated by higher than average number of instances associated with two or more concept nodes. Although a correlation does not necessarily indicate an underlying problem, by indicating a frequent occurrence, it acts as a prompt for engineers to determine root causes, which may lead to understanding of the operating conditions practiced by different airlines (e.g. maintenance procedure, type of operation – short or long haul). Furthermore, it becomes possible to discover less apparent and previously unsuspected correlations
such as a relationship between corrosion and the month in which issues are reported to suggest weather-induced issues. This capability will help towards highlighting recurrent patterns and correlations between different facets across a large set of ISQ instances. Such effort could have been achieved in the past through generated graphs and reports, through manual tracking and compilation of data or through expertise of the experienced engineers but it can be achieved interactively in the Waypoint environment. This mechanism can be used to provide evidence to the design team when formally requesting engineering change or in prioritising continuous development efforts as well as for analysing reliability of components and operational interruptions. Some of these insights may also lead to reporting of lessons learned, which will then benefit future aircraft development programs. A unified knowledge management solution for learning from experience can potentially be realised given that the company has also implemented a software tool for capturing and sharing lessons learned.

5 Knowledge Discovery from the Organised Records

The construction of faceted classification schemes involves significant intellectual efforts in defining the levels of granularity and the dimensions of information relating to the records. In doing so, faceted classification provides a mechanism for viewing and analysing the data similar to On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) [50]. For instance, aggregations can be built by changing the granularity on specific dimensions (facets) and aggregating data along these dimensions. As described in section 4.2, Waypoint allows the user to interrogate for patterns and trends through its dynamic interface. Where such an approach relies upon human inference, it is possible to augment this approach by using Data Mining (DM), whose Machine Learning algorithms assist in uncovering patterns by algorithmically interrogating data.

DM is essentially a progression of OLAP, allowing queries to be presented at a much more abstract level than those possible using OLAP [51]. DM may be defined as the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [52]. Smyth [53] adds the further caveat that DM is a ‘…search for previously unsuspected structure and patterns in data’, alluding to the freedom that DM has from requirements for prior assumptions or knowledge, such as is present in more traditional statistical analysis.

Figure 6 shows the CRISP-DM methodology, developed by a consortium including companies such as Daimler-Chrysler and SPSS to provide a standard cross-disciplinary approach to Data Mining [54]. The algorithmic part of DM, the modelling stage, is where Machine Learning algorithms are deployed to carefully prepared data to uncover significant relationships and patterns within the dataset. The CRISP-DM methodology highlights the tasks that must be performed before and after modelling, and that there is significant iteration between them – as new understanding is generated by interrogating the data, so different parts of the business (or data describing that business) may be interrogated.

Figure 6 CRISP-DM process model

The approach in organising records according to faceted classification schemes described in earlier sections can be considered within those of business and data understanding and (to a great extent) the data preparation stage. The data preparation
stage by itself can account for significant effort [55] and may comprise 80% or more of the time of the complete DM activity [56] and should thus not be seen as trivial. The preparation of semi-structured records, the abstraction of faceted classification schemes and the formulation of rules to associate records with the concept nodes allow for data sets to be interrogated at different levels of granularity. In this case, the business understanding should be reflected in the facets and the abstraction of the schemes. As indicated previously, the structure of the classification tree will necessarily influence inferences that can be made and similarly, the relationships that will be identified through DM. It is due to this reason that the role of domain experts is critical throughout the DM process because they possess the knowledge of the meaning and context of the data, as well as the understanding of both how the data might reasonably be analysed and how to interpret and evaluate any results produced.

The later stages involve the modelling, evaluation and deployment. The evaluation of DM models involves both ensuring the accuracy of the generated Machine Learning models and attempting to distil useful understanding from the results. Traditionally, little attention was paid to ensuring that DM models generated within engineering were accurate [57], which is important if faith is to be placed in their results. This should be seen as an intrinsic part of the Data Mining approach. In terms of understanding the results, it is important to consider the types of modelling that may be utilised. Witten and Frank [58] identify 4 distinct types, which may be listed in ascending order of computational inference as association, clustering, classification and numerical prediction. The first two are known as unsupervised methods, as there is no guiding output parameter which the model is attempting to describe as a function of the various input parameters. Instead, the methods seek to indicate common patterns such as consistently occurring groupings within the data. The latter two are, conversely, supervised methods, seeking to approximate the function which maps an input vector onto an output, and which use historical exemplars (with known outputs for each input vector) on which to base the approximation. Grossman et al [59] note the distinction between these two approaches, identifying two types of model, one which seeks to provide some description of the domain of interest and one which seeks to provide some future prediction. As this research is primarily interested in exploration and explanation of the domain, the first type of model (unsupervised) is preferred.

As the authors are not domain experts within the field of in-service support, it would be difficult to suggest or justify that the pattern identified from DM is either significant or interesting to the practitioner. Therefore, a decision was taken to extract from domain experts a number of past issues which the DM would seek to identify. These past issues are defined as situations where remedial action has been implemented within design teams to address consistently occurring problems in service. During interactions with engineers, one particular issue was frequently discussed. This issue dealt with crack initiation within a non-structural member, and although not detrimental to aircraft safety remained an expensive component to replace, thus remedial work had been undertaken. The ambition of the DM analysis was thus to discover whether such analysis would reveal or otherwise highlight this particular issue within the compiled data.

The Clementine DM software tool [60] was used to conduct the analysis. Of the unsupervised modelling approaches, clustering was identified as most suitable as it provides an indication of common combinations of attributes which contribute towards failure. A number of algorithms may be utilised, including Kohonen’s Self-
Organising Maps [61] and K-Means Clustering [62]. K-Means Clustering was selected due to the simplicity of implementation and of interpretation. As the categorisations for each instance were obtained via interrogation of the recorded query title, a significant number of fields remained blank. Various techniques exist to deal with missing data, Batista and Monard [63] propose three approaches; discarding instances with missing data, parameter estimation [such as through Expectation-Maximisation, 64] and imputation (the consideration of patterns within the data). Conklin and Scherer [65] note that discarding instances is the most common approach, however they argue that case-wise deletion, that of only removing those instances with missing values within the fields of direct interest in a given analysis, is preferable. This approach was taken in this research. The K-Means Clustering algorithm was used to identify clusters within the data using the failure mode and component as input. This was done using the second hierarchical level of the assembly facet and second and third hierarchical level of the failure modes facet respectively for two separate analyses (see Figure 5 inset for concepts at different hierarchical levels). Examples of concepts at each level of the Waypoint classification developed earlier are shown in Table 1. For both failure modes levels the total dataset size was reduced from 4,830 to 611 by case-wise deletion.

Figure 7 shows the clusters identified from K-means algorithm for the two analyses. The known redesign issue that has been resolved previously was identified from the records amongst a number of clusters. The assembly label was removed from the figure for confidentiality. For the specific issue, it may be seen that it occurs as the third most significant node in the first analysis (second level failure mode) but as the 11th most significant node in the second analysis (third level failure mode). The clusters discovered were different, and for this particular case, the result from the first analysis was less interesting to the domain experts. This illustrates how the levels of granularity are important in identifying clusters of interest, as it is also possible that certain cases may only be reported at a less detailed level of description. Other clusters discovered were also presented to the domain experts to verify how insightful or informative they were but these will not be elaborated here. From this specific exercise, about 50% of the clusters discovered bear some useful meaning whereas others are not interesting, e.g. hydraulic and leak because this is a known common failure mode for hydraulic systems. This reflects that data mining in practice is a highly qualitative and subjective process and its successful outcome depends on factors such as domain knowledge, data, application and human issues [66].

Figure 7 Clusters identified from the ISQ records with the component removed

6 Discussion

The previous retrieval approach practised by the ISS engineers, based on contextual clues and keyword search, may not be efficient if the user is unfamiliar with the context or the domain vocabulary. The proposed faceted classification system allows users to form compound queries to facilitate retrieval, potentially expediting the retrieval of past ISQ instances based on the intersection of concepts to rapidly reduce the document sets. This functionality is extremely useful to ISS engineers in view of the very short time often required to respond to in-service queries. More importantly, it was shown that the faceted schemes may also provide evidence for repetitive and systemic issues that can facilitate design learning, which is currently subjective, either
through visually browsing the tree or using more structured data mining methods. From the outset, the intention of the research was not to deploy a computational tool but to demonstrate principles that can be taken up by industry. At time of writing, the research outcomes have been incorporated in an upgrade of the tool used by the ISS engineers as they see value in the approach.

Central to the effectiveness of the system are the information quality and the classification schemes used. From the ISQ records, common concepts are not readily identified due to variation in the way of reporting by engineers. Some of the issues include:

- Inconsistency in referring to the product, failure mode, operational environment etc. in the description
  - Information may be reported at different level of granularity e.g. damage/cracking
  - Alternative terms and synonyms e.g. damage/broken, cracking/chunking
  - Acronyms and abbreviation e.g. MLG/Main Landing Gear; assembly/assy
  - Spelling variation and errors, e.g. centre/center
- Missing or implicit information
  - “MLG Pin Assembly” – issue not reported (it is not clear what the mode of failure might be);
  - “Lower Bearing Corrosion” – main assembly not reported (there are numerous different assemblies with lower bearings).

As mentioned, stemming is done to deal with common lemma of words. Additionally, spelling variation, abbreviation and acronyms can dealt with using dictionary and domain knowledge to link between similar concepts [67]. Some examples of common mapping required to deal with linguistic variation are shown in Table 4. In Waypoint, variation of terms can be coded into the rules/constraints within the concept map. For the Wing Structures database, facets related to the topological location of the fault were inherited from the original ISQ database. However, the records in these fields were only sparsely populated. Improving the records will help to improve the classification as the information is valuable for learning about the characteristics of the in-service issues. Information was extracted from the unstructured description field to populate the structured and more meaningful faceted schemes. This method requires the classification to have been defined and a dictionary of terms that are expected in each concept node to be built. The records with missing information are matched against those terms and are filled-in. Pre-processing operations will improve the accuracy of the association of the documents to the rules/constraints in the concept map.

### Table 4 Mapping to deal with variation

The quality of some of the records was improved through information obtained from the ATA chapter, which is an industry-wide, agreed high-level breakdown of a generic aircraft into distinct systems. However, the complete information can only be obtained if one traces through the related records such as the original correspondence and technical reports that are linked to the database instances. Mainly to ensure that
signatures are maintained for legislative purposes, these documents are often in scanned PDF format that is not computer-interpretable. The textual content is also highly unstructured, with various email correspondence and annotated pictures and diagrams. Improving the records by manually extracting relevant information from these essentially image-based records was considered to require excessive resource and to be subject to significant risk of transcription error.

It is argued that continuous evolution and refinement of the classification schemes and the reporting of newly identified key information is necessary to improve utility of the system. Although issues with viewpoint dependency and exhaustiveness of facets cannot be avoided, consensus achieved through involving the domain experts and users in a collaborative manner will guarantee usefulness of the schemes. This is not unlike collaborative ontology creation and maintenance methods that require iteration and revision [68, 69]. With current records as the training set, a taxonomy that is based on the literary warrant can be constructed which will in turn guide the creation of high quality records through prescribed information entry. The use of a controlled vocabulary or taxonomy such as through prescribed data entry (e.g. through selection lists) would significantly enhance the ability to classify, retrieve and mine the in-service information. It is anticipated that a transitional provision to allow for variation to prescribed data entry will need to provided and analysed for improvement.

Maintaining the faceted schemes requires ongoing reconsideration and revision of the appropriateness of the schemes to classify the records. For example, new and emerging issues affecting composite structures may need to be introduced. The faceted classification approach allows changes to be made within the facet scheme independently, without necessarily affecting other facets. The schemes can be maintained easily because the conceptual and programming development can be separated, domain experts can relay changes conceptually to the IT support. In comparison to ontological based approaches such as that described in [27], which require higher level of rigour in expressing and formalising concepts and their relationships, the faceted classification approach may be more intuitive for human interaction, flexible and readily implemented.

In terms of data mining, other algorithms such as association rules may be useful to describe some interesting relationships between various aspects of the ISQ. Since the focus of this paper is not on the DM algorithms to use, modelling using other algorithms was not pursued. More importantly, further value can be attained from in-service information if the records can be linked to manufacturing-related information, such as the batch number, supplier, etc. For example, using the part and serial number to allow for cross referencing the ISQ records to the Bill of Materials and manufacturing information can enhance prospects of knowledge discovery. Patterns related to design and manufacture or to in-service performance and events (such as the frequency of maintenance) can be investigated that may result in insights and learning.

7 Conclusions

In-service information represents a significant resource for learning to the engineering companies. Although much information is gathered from in-service activities, currently the reuse of feedback information is still lacking. At present, service observation may be fed back through unstructured and disparate records making it
difficult to collate and analyse for inherent patterns or correlations. Therefore, learning-from-use relies predominantly on laborious manual trawling through information or through less formal communication channels. There are arguably more incentives for PSS companies to learn from use because such knowledge can allow them to improve their in-service support as well as the design of their future products.

This paper has described a codification approach based on faceted information classification to improve retrieval of in-service records that can potentially support greater learning from use. Computer implementation of the faceted schemes allows the user to arrive quickly at a highly relevant set of results by selecting concepts relevant to the query. In addition, the facets derived from the content of the ISQ records are useful to non-familiar users of the information system. As a result, the system becomes meaningful to others to interrogate, such as designers looking for typical issues raised on a particular component of the aircraft. More importantly, the faceted schemes also allow for patterns and trends in the records to be analysed, either by manually browsing the classification tree or automatically using suitable data mining algorithms. It has been demonstrated and verified with a known issue that the classification schemes can be used to discover various interesting relationships at different levels of granularity. Such capability can provide objective and evidence-based root-cause finding and can help in prioritising continuous development efforts. Ultimately, a closed-loop design learning from in-service experience can be facilitated more formally.
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